Quantitative measurement of transcription rates in live cells is important for revealing mechanisms of transcriptional regulation. This is particularly challenging for measuring the activity of RNA polymerase III (Pol III), which transcribes growth-promoting small RNAs. To address this, we developed Corn, a genetically encoded fluorescent RNA reporter suitable for quantifying RNA transcription in cells. Corn binds and induces fluorescence of 3,5-difluoro-4-hydroxybenzylideneimidazolinone-2-oxime, which resembles the fluorophore found in red fluorescent protein (RFP). Notably, Corn shows high photostability, enabling quantitative fluorescence imaging of mTORdependent Pol III transcription. Unlike actinomycin D, we found that mTOR inhibitors resulted in heterogeneous transcription suppression in individual cells. Quantitative imaging of Corn-tagged Pol III transcript levels revealed distinct Pol III transcription "trajectories" elicited by mTOR inhibition. Together, these studies provide an approach for quantitative measurements of Pol III transcription by direct imaging of Pol III transcripts containing a photostable RNA-fluorophore complex.
mRNA processing, the rate of Pol III transcription could potentially determine the translational capacity of the cell 1 .
Consistent with this function, Pol III activity is regulated by pathways linked to cell growth and proliferation [2] [3] [4] . Pol III activity is upregulated by oncogenes such as c-myc, and downregulated by tumor suppressors, such as p53 and RB 5 . Regulation of Pol III transcription occurs, at least in part, through mTOR. mTOR phosphorylates and inactivates Maf1, an inhibitor of Pol III 6, 7 . mTOR inhibitors lead to Maf1 dephosphorylation and reduce Pol III activity, which has been proposed to contribute to the anti-proliferative effects of these drugs 6 .
Monitoring Pol III transcription dynamics and how Pol III transcription is linked to signaling pathways is significantly more difficult than analysis of Pol II transcription, which produces mRNAs. mRNAs are capped and polyadenylated, and can be modified to contain reporter proteins such as GFP to reveal transcriptional dynamics in living cells 8 . In contrast. Pol III transcripts lack the 7-methylguanosine cap and poly(A) tail needed for translation 9 , so they cannot be modified to contain reporter proteins. Therefore, Northern blotting is typically used to infer changes in Pol III promoter activity. As a result, the temporal dynamics of Pol III transcription in the same cell over time, or among individual cells in a population cannot readily be measured.
An alternative approach to image Pol III promoter activity in living cells could be to directly quantify the transcript using a reporter RNA, rather than an encoded reporter protein.
However, current RNA imaging tags are not suitable for quantitative measurements in living cells. These tags comprise RNA aptamers and cognate fluorophores that become fluorescent upon binding the aptamer [10] [11] [12] [13] . These aptamers include the green fluorescent Spinach, Spinach2 and Broccoli aptamers, which bind 3,5-difluoro-4-hydroxybenzylidene imidazolinone (DFHBI (1)) [10] [11] [12] , an otherwise nonfluorescent small molecule fluorophore. However, RNA-bound DFHBI readily photobleaches due to light-induced isomerization of DFHBI from the cis to the trans form, which terminates fluorescence 14, 15 . Although these tags provide qualitative detection of RNA in cells, they fail to provide quantitative measurements of the levels of a reporter RNA labeled with these imaging tags due to the loss of signal caused by photobleaching.
Here we describe an RNA mimic of red fluorescent protein that exhibits marked photostability and enables quantitative transcript level imaging in live cells. Since aptamers that bind DFHBI are photolabile, we designed a new fluorophore, DFHO (2) , based on the naturally occurring fluorophore in DsRed and other red fluorescent proteins. Similar to DFHBI, DFHO exhibits negligible fluorescence in solution or when incubated with cells. We developed a novel RNA aptamer, Corn, which binds DFHO and converts it to a yellow fluorescent species. Notably, Corn exhibits considerably improved photostability compared to Spinach and Broccoli, enabling quantitative measurements of RNA levels in live cells. We quantified the fluorescence of Pol III transcripts tagged with Corn to determine how mTOR inhibitors suppress Pol III transcription in live cells. We find that mTOR inhibitors induce specific patterns of Pol III transcriptional inhibition "trajectories" over time. These data demonstrate the ability of these photostable RNA-fluorophore complexes to reveal patterns of Pol III transcriptional activity in live cells.
RESULTS

DFHO: A fluorophore mimic of red fluorescent proteins
Spinach-DFHBI complexes undergo rapid reversible photobleaching 14, 15 , which complicates the use of this tag for quantitative measurements of RNA levels in live cells. Subsequent screens for DFHBI-binding aptamers resulted in the generation of Broccoli which also exhibits photobleaching 12 . We therefore sought to develop a different fluorophore, and determine if aptamers that activate this fluorophore would exhibit photostability.
Fluorogenic RNA imaging tags rely on fluorophores such as DFHBI, which exhibit essentially undetectable fluorescence when applied to cells 10 . Thus, fluorescence seen in DFHBI-treated cells can be specifically assigned to Broccoli-DFHBI or Spinach-DFHBI complexes 10 . This contrasts with most dyes, such as malachite green and thiazole orange, which exhibit minimal fluorescence in buffer but become highly fluorescent upon incubation with cells due to interactions with membranes or nucleic acids 10 .
In order to identify a new cell-compatible conditionally fluorescent molecule, we considered molecules that contained the same structural elements of DFHBI, since the hydroxybenzylidene imidazolinone structure of DFHBI might be responsible for low cellinduced background 16 . Since the photobleaching of Spinach-DFHBI reflects light-induced isomerization of the fluorophore 14, 15 , we considered fluorophores that might have additional "handles" that could interact with the RNA and restrict the cis-trans isomerization that leads to photobleaching. Structural studies of Spinach-DFHBI complexes showed that the imidazolinone exhibits few contacts with RNA, especially at the 2′ position the fluorophore 17, 18 (Fig. 1a) . Conceivably, the lack of contacts may enable the imidazolinone to isomerize while bound to the Spinach aptamer.
We considered the fluorophore found in red fluorescent proteins (RFPs). DsRed utilizes a fluorophore that is similar to hydroxybenzylidene imidazolinone in GFP [19] [20] [21] . The difference is that it is modified with an acylimine substituent on the 2-position of the imidazolinone ring, which extends the π-electron conjugation [19] [20] [21] [22] (Fig. 1a) . Importantly, the GFP family of proteins is conditionally fluorescent: when the protein is denatured, its fluorophore becomes nonfluorescent 23 . Thus the fluorophore is switched to a fluorescent form due to its interactions with the protein matrix surrounding the fluorophore in the folded structure. Based on this, we hypothesized that RFP-like fluorophores might exhibit low fluorescence in cells and might be activatable by RNA aptamers.
which is readily hydrolyzed 19 . The fluorophore in RFP exists in a primarily negatively charged phenolate form, which increases its extinction coefficient and fluorophore brightness [19] [20] [21] . Therefore, we added two fluorine atoms on the hydroxybenzylidene ring of the fluorophore to reduce the pK a of the phenol and obtain the negatively charged fluorophore in neutral pH ( Supplementary Fig. 1d ).
We next tested whether DFHO fluorescence is nonspecifically activated by cellular constituents. Incubation of DFHO with human embryonic kidney (HEK293T) cellular RNA did not induce DFHO fluorescence (Supplementary Fig. 3a) . Application of 10 μM DFHO to cultured HEK293T cells resulted in low level background fluorescence, while control compounds, malachite green and thiazole orange, produced robust cellular fluorescence ( Supplementary Fig. 3b ). Incubation of HEK293T cells with 10 μM DFHO did not induce cell death after irradiation on the microscope, while the control compound malachite green, produced substantial cytotoxicity ( Supplementary Fig. 3c ). Taken together, these data indicate that like DFHBI, DFHO exhibits low background fluorescence and cytotoxicity, making it a potentially suitable fluorophore for activation by RNA aptamers and for imaging experiments in living cells.
The Corn aptamer switches on the fluorescence of DFHO
We next generated aptamers that bind DFHO using a library of ~10 14 random RNA sequences in the SELEX approach 24 . DFHO with aminohexyl linkers was synthesized for attachment to solid support. Boc-protected DFHO linker (3) was synthesized followed by the removal of the Boc protecting group to generate DFHO linker (4) . DFHO-binding aptamers were recovered on DFHO-derivatized agarose beads. After 8 rounds of SELEX, we identified a single 119 nt-long aptamer (Aptamer 6-1) that induced the fluorescence of DFHO, with an excitation maximum (Ex Max ) of 505 nm and an emission maximum (Em Max ) of 545 nm. This aptamer was truncated to a 76 nt-long aptamer (T1) that retained the ability to induce DFHO fluorescence (Fig. 1b,c) .
We next used directed evolution to generate improved variants of T1. In this approach, a randomized DNA library was prepared 12 based on the sequence of T1, so that each library member encodes a mutant T1 sequence. The library contains T1 mutants with every possible single, double, triple, up to seven-nucleotide mutation combination 12 . Aptamers were transcribed from the library and selected on DFHO-agarose to enrich for mutants that retain the ability to bind DFHO. DFHO-binding aptamers were then cloned into a bacterial expression library, and subjected to fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) in PBS with no added Mg 2+ to identify mutants that are less dependent on magnesium for folding. These experiments resulted in an aptamer that exhibited increased fluorescence due to a single A→G mutation (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 4a, b) . We then performed further truncation analysis, resulting in the generation of T2, a 28-nt long aptamer that retained the ability to induce DFHO fluorescence (Fig. 1b,c) . Introduction of the A→G mutation into T2 resulted in a 1.5-fold increase in fluorescence relative to T2 (Fig. 1b,c) . Thus, the A→G T2 mutant (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 4c ) was chosen for further characterization.
We next measured the spectral properties of this RNA-fluorophore complex (Table 1, Fig.  1d ). The quantum yield (0.25) and extinction coefficient is similar to the initially reported coral RFPs 25 (Table 1) . Because of the yellow fluorescence of this RNA-fluorophore complex, this aptamer was designated Corn.
Corn-DFHO exhibits high fluorescence and efficient folding
We next asked if Corn exhibits properties needed to serve as a transcriptional reporter in live cells. For the biochemical characterizations, we incorporated Corn into the tRNA Lys scaffold, which improves the folding efficiency of aptamers 26 (Supplementary Fig. 4c) . Indeed, the folding of Corn was maintained in the presence of diverse flanking sequences ( Supplementary Fig. 5a ). Corn shows low dependence on magnesium for folding ( Supplementary Fig. 5b) , consistent with the fact that the directed evolution was performed in low-magnesium media.
Corn exhibits high thermal stability ( Supplementary Fig. 5c ), which helps to maximize aptamer fluorescence in mammalian cells 11 . Corn binds DFHO with high-nanomolar affinity ( Table 1 , Supplementary Fig. 5d and 6 ), similar to the affinity of Spinach and Broccoli for DFHBI [10] [11] [12] . This allows efficient formation of Corn-DFHO complexes when low concentrations of DFHO are added to cells. This is useful since unbound DFHO, has low but measureable fluorescence ( Table 1 ) that would cause background fluorescence interference if applied at high concentrations.
Lastly, we sought to understand the structural basis for Corn-DFHO fluorescence. Spinach contains a G-quadruplex that interacts with DFHBI and enforces a planar conformation of the fluorophore 17, 18 . Corn shows potassium-dependent folding ( Supplementary Fig. 7a ), suggesting that Corn contains a G-quadruplex. To test this, we used thioflavin T and thiazole orange, both of which show increased fluorescence upon binding to diverse G-quadruplex RNAs, including Broccoli 27 . As with Broccoli, both these dyes showed increased fluorescence upon interaction with Corn, but not a random RNA sequence ( Supplementary  Fig. 7b ). These results, along with structural data 28 indicates that Corn uses a G-quadruplex to activate DFHO fluorescence.
Another structural feature of Corn is that it forms a dimer in a manner that does not require DFHO 28 . The dimeric form of Corn is the only form that binds and activates the fluorescence of DFHO (Supplementary Fig. 8 and 9 ).
Corn-DFHO exhibits improved photostability in cells
We next asked if Corn can be used to encode yellow fluorescence in cells. We first tested Corn in E. coli. Minimal fluorescence was seen in DFHO-treated cells (20 μM) transformed with the empty vector. However robust yellow fluorescence was seen in E. coli expressing Corn ( Supplementary Fig. 10 ).
We next imaged Corn-DFHO complexes in mammalian cells. Since the U6 promoter is one of the three major Pol III promoters, we expressed Corn from the U6 promoter and replaced the majority of the U6 sequence with Corn, leaving a minimal 5′ capping element leader sequence 29 . The majority of the cells expressed diffuse yellow fluorescence, most prominently in the cytoplasm (Fig. 2a) .
We noticed that Corn fluorescence did not quickly photobleach, unlike Broccoli or Spinach. This was seen in all cells, but most easily quantified in a small subset of cells (~1%) where the fluorescence appeared as puncta in the cells rather than diffuse cytosolic labeling (Fig.  2b) . In cells expressing U6-Corn, both the diffuse cytoplasmic labeling as well as the U6-Corn RNA puncta were readily detectable throughout the 320 ms imaging time, while Broccoli fluorescence was markedly reduced by 160 ms.
Constant irradiation of a solution of Broccoli-DFHBI showed rapid photobleaching, with >50% of the fluorescence lost following 200 ms (Fig. 2c) . However, Corn-DFHO exhibited remarkable photostability, with minimal loss of fluorescence seen after 10 s of irradiation. Corn-DFHO showed higher photostability than a control dye Oregon Green 514 (20 μM), and mVenus (20 μM), a fluorescent protein with similar excitation and emission wavelengths as Corn 30 (Fig. 2c) .
We considered the possibility that the increased photostability of Corn-DFHO is due to rapid unbinding of photobleached DFHO followed by rapid rebinding of fresh DFHO. However, comparison of k unbind for Broccoli-DFHBI and Corn-DFHO showed that DFHO stays bound longer to Corn (0.018 ± 0.002 sec −1 and 0.008 ± 0.002 sec −1 , respectively) ( Supplementary  Fig. 11 ). Furthermore, the association rate of DFHO on Corn is slower than DFHBI on Broccoli (k bind , 23,000 ± 3,000 M −1 sec −1 and 54,000 ± 4,000 M −1 sec −1 , respectively). Thus, a higher DFHO recycling rate is unlikely to explain the improved photophysical properties of Corn-DFHO.
Notably, we noticed a small rapid loss of fluorescence for a small fraction of Corn-DFHO after in vitro irradiation (Fig. 2c) . This may reflect a small subpopulation of DFHO bound to Corn in a conformation that is not photostable. The maintenance of Broccoli-DFHBI fluorescence at ~20% of its initial levels may reflect fluorescence recovery due to unbinding of isomerized DFHBI and rebinding of a nonisomerized DFHBI fluorophore.
Orange and Red Broccoli-DFHO complexes lack photostability
We next asked if the photostability seen with Corn-DFHO complexes reflects intrinsic photostability of DFHO. In this case, any aptamer that binds and activates DFHO should show photostability. To generate additional DFHO-binding aptamers, we considered the possibility that DFHO might bind Broccoli. Indeed, significant red fluorescence (Ex Max = 515 nm, Em Max = 575 nm) was observed following incubation of 29-1, the parental aptamer of Broccoli 12 , with DFHO ( Fig. 3a) .
Directed evolution of 29-1 and DFHO resulted in a group of aptamers with red-shifted fluorescence (Em Max =582 nm) and another group with orange fluorescence (Em Max =562 nm). Because these clones are derived from the Broccoli precursor aptamer 29-1, the brightest aptamers were designated Orange Broccoli and Red Broccoli ( Supplementary Fig.  12 ).
Characterization of the Orange Broccoli and Red Broccoli-DFHO complexes showed that both exhibited red-shifted excitation and emission peaks relative to Corn-DFHO with similar quantum yields (Fig. 3b , Table 1 , Supplementary Fig. 5a -d).
We next asked if Orange Broccoli-DFHO and Red Broccoli-DFHO show that same photostability as Corn-DFHO. In both cases, Orange and Red Broccoli showed rapid photobleaching, similar to Broccoli-DFHBI complexes (Fig. 3c) . Thus, DFHO is not intrinsically photostable-its photostability is selectively induced by its binding to Corn.
Imaging transcription from each Pol III promoter subclass
Because of the photostability of Corn during imaging, we reasoned that Corn could be used for quantitative measurements of cellular Pol III promoter activity in living cells. In these experiments, Pol III promoters are engineered so that they express Corn in place of their normal small RNA product. Corn serves as a direct reporter of transcript levels. We inserted Corn in the tRNA Lys folding scaffold downstream of the three main subclasses of Pol III promoters. The prototypical RNAs transcribed from each promoter are the 5S RNA, tRNA, and U6 RNA (subclasses 1, 2, and 3, respectively) 31 . In the case of subclasses 1 and 2, control sequences that direct transcription are not upstream of the encoded transcript, but are instead found internally within the portion of the gene that encodes the transcript. Thus, sequence elements needed for transcription are also transcribed. In contrast, subclass 3 utilizes upstream TATA-element control elements and the encoded RNA contains no promoter elements 31 . We thus fused the 5S promoter 32 to Corn scaffolded in tRNA Lys . The tRNA promoter, which requires specific elements within the tRNA sequence, was modified to contain the scaffolded Corn in the anticodon loop. The U6 promoter was left unchanged. The U6 transcribed region was removed except for a 27-nucleotide stem that promotes capping 32 . tRNA Lys -Corn replaced the remaining sequence (Fig. 4a) .
Transfection of the reporter plasmids into HEK293T cells led to yellow fluorescence after addition of DFHO. To confirm that the yellow fluorescence reflects transcription of the Corn reporter, cells were treated with actinomycin D, an inhibitor of RNA polymerases 33 . In each case, substantial reduction of yellow fluorescence was seen in 25 min (Fig. 4b ).
We validated that the reporters produce Corn reporter transcripts of the expected size by Northern blot analysis ( Supplementary Fig. 13 ). No evidence for internally initiated reporter transcripts was detected.
To further characterize Corn reporter of Pol III dynamics, we monitored the levels of Corn fluorescence in individual cells over time. In each case, actinomycin D caused a reduction in Corn fluorescence in each cell (Fig. 4c) , indicating that Corn turns over rapidly in cells, enabling Corn levels to indicate dynamic changes in Pol III promoter activity over time courses of several hours.
We noticed that a subset of cells lacked Corn fluorescence even though they expressed a cotransfection marker, blue fluorescent protein (BFP) (Supplementary Fig. 14a ). In some cases, these cells started to spontaneously exhibit Corn fluorescence ( Supplementary Fig.  14b ). Thus, these initially Corn-negative cells may have been in low-transcription states, which spontaneously reactivated during imaging.
mTOR inhibitors partially inhibit Pol III transcription
We next monitored Pol III transcriptional dynamics in response to mTOR inhibition in cells expressing the 5S, tRNA, and U6 reporters. To quantify the expression in the population, Corn fluorescence was measured by flow cytometry. In the case of vehicle treatment, numerous fluorescent cells were detected; however, actinomycin D caused the majority of cells to lose fluorescence after 2 h. Following treatment with the clinically utilized rapamycin derivative, temsirolimus (also known as CCI-779) 34 , Corn fluorescence was reduced, but remained higher than in actinomycin D-treated cells after 2 hours (Fig. 5a and Supplementary Fig. 15 ). Thus, mTOR pathway inhibition and actinomycin D appear to display distinct effects of Pol III transcription.
In order to understand the basis for the partially reduced Pol III promoter activity following temsirolimus treatment, we imaged Pol III promoter activity in individual HEK293T cells over time. In vehicle-treated cells, fluorescence was largely stable (Fig. 5b) . In actinomycin D-treated cells, the fluorescence of all cells was markedly reduced by 2 h and nearly undetectable at 4 h. However, in temsirolimus-treated cells, heterogeneous responses were evident, with some cells showing rapid reductions in fluorescence, while others showed notably lower reductions (Fig. 5b) . During the entire time course, the reporter maintained its short half-life ( Supplementary Fig. 16a,b) , suggesting that the observed effects are not due to an unintended stabilization of the reporter RNA.
To assess the cell-to-cell variation in these cells, we generated Pol III "trajectories" for individual cells. Each trajectory indicates the Corn fluorescence in a single cell, normalized to the cell area at each time point. In vehicle-treated cells, the 7 h Pol III trajectory showed cells exhibiting steady increases or decreases in the Corn reporter (Fig. 5c) . In actinomycin D-treated cells, the cell trajectories were homogeneous, with most cells showing a complete loss of Corn fluorescence by 2 h.
In contrast, temsirolimus induced marked alterations in Pol III promoter activity, with different HEK293T cells showing different trajectories (Fig. 5c ). Many cells showed a rapid decay in Corn expression (Fig. 5d) , while others showed a much slower rate of decay of Corn fluorescence. Many cells showed a biphasic pattern with an initial rapid decay, followed by increased Corn expression. Many of these cells remained fluorescent at the end of the 7 h time course (Fig. 5e ). In addition, other trajectories were seen, including rare cells that exhibited increased Corn expression or no significant change in Corn expression throughout the time course (Fig. 5d) .
We also tested two other mTOR inhibitors, rapamycin and KU-0063794. Rapamycin primarily affects mTORC1 35 while KU-0063794 is a potent dual inhibitor of mTORC1 and mTORC2 35 . Single cell Pol III trajectories obtained following KU-0063794 treatment or rapamycin did not show the biphasic decay patterns seen with temsirolimus (Fig. 5e) . Instead, KU-0063794 caused predominantly slow decay (Fig. 5e ).
Together, these experiments confirm that mTOR inhibitors reduce Pol III activity; however, the cellular response shows cell-to-cell heterogeneity and different responses by different mTOR inhibitors (Fig. 5e and Supplementary Fig. 17 ). The heterogeneous responses likely account for the incomplete inhibition seen in the flow cytometry analysis ( Supplementary  Fig. 18 ).
We confirmed the imaging results by northern blotting for an endogenous Pol III tRNA transcript ( Supplementary Fig. 19 ) and measuring the expression of the reporter RNA by native PAGE analysis ( Supplementary Fig. 20 ). We also examined whether the heterogeneous Pol III transcriptional responses elicited by mTOR inhibition were seen in another cell line, COS7 cells. Trajectory plots of single COS7 cells expressing the U6-Corn reporter showed marked heterogeneity, although the fraction of each decay pattern was different than HEK-293 cells (Fig. 5e and 21b,c) . Together, these results indicate that different cell lines exhibit unique effects on Pol III transcription in response to mTOR inhibition.
DISCUSSION
Although Pol III transcribes small RNAs with critical roles in cell growth and proliferation, quantification of Pol III transcriptional dynamics at cellular resolution has not been possible. Traditional transcriptional reporters are sequences that encode reporter proteins such as GFP; however, Pol III transcripts are not translatable, making this approach not possible for Pol III transcription. To overcome this, we developed Corn, a markedly photostable RNAfluorophore complex that enables direct quantitative measurement of RNA levels when used as a RNA-based reporter for transcription. This reporter utilizes DFHO, an RFP-like fluorophore that exhibits minimal nonspecific fluorescence in cells. Upon binding Corn, DFHO is selectively activated and the resulting complex provides a photostable fluorescent reporter that enables Pol III transcriptional dynamics to be measured in living cells in real time.
Early studies on mTOR showed that mTOR promotes cell growth, in part, by increasing synthesis of ribosomal RNAs, 5S RNA, tRNAs, and snRNAs 36 . mTOR inhibitors are thought to reduce cell growth capacity, in part, by suppressing the synthesis of these Pol III transcripts 37 . Using Corn as a transcriptional reporter, we validated these early findings by showing a general drop in Pol III transcription in response to mTOR inhibition. However, the cellular responses were highly heterogeneous, with many cells maintaining Pol III transcription, while others showing rapid Pol III transcription inhibition similar to actinomycin D treatment. The inhibitory effects were also affected by the type of mTOR inhibitor that was used. Overall, these findings suggest that more effective mTOR inhibitors could be identified by screening for compounds based on Pol III inhibition.
DFHO is likely to have low background for the same reason as hydroxybenzylidene imidazolinone, which is the GFP fluorophore. In solution, hydroxybenzylidene imidazolinone loses absorbed energy by undergoing a highly efficient volume-conserving cis-trans isomerization upon excitation with light 38 . Corn likely suppresses this nonradiative decay pathway of the excited state DFHO fluorophore. Thus, Corn switches DFHO to a fluorescent form, enabling RNA imaging in cells.
Unlike previous RNA-fluorophore complexes, Corn-DFHO shows markedly increased photostability. Notably, Orange and Red Broccoli bind and activate fluorescence of DFHO but do not convert DFHO to a photostable fluorophore. Thus, photostability of DFHO in Corn reflects the ability of Corn to "tune" the photophysical properties of DFHO, similar to the spectral tuning of DFHO fluorescence emission by the different aptamers. The photostability of Corn allows longer exposure times, which is typically required for quantitative measurements of RNAs. Although Corn can be used for quantitative measurements, its dimerization makes it unsuitable for tagging and imaging mRNAs in cells. For this application, a photostable monomeric RNA-fluorophore complex would be needed.
Although the design of DFHO was inspired by the fluorophore found in DsRed and related RFPs, additional fluorophore structures are found in other RFPs 39 . These fluorophores contain diverse substituents on the imidazolinone ring that extend the π-conjugation of the fluorophore 39 . If these fluorophores exhibit low background fluorescence and cytotoxicity, they may be the starting point for other biomimetic and photostable RNA-fluorophore complexes.
METHODS
Reagents and equipment
Commercially available reagents were used without further purification. DFHBI fluorophores were obtained from Lucerna Technologies (New York, NY) or were synthesized as described previously 10, 22 . Absorbance spectra were recorded with a Thermo Scientific NanoDrop 2000 spectrophotometer with cuvette capability. ChemiDoc MP imager (Bio-Rad) was used to record bacterial colony fluorescence on agar plates as described previously 12 . Fluorescence was measured on FluoroMax-4 spectrofluorometer (Horiba Scientific), Safire II or Genios Pro plate readers (Tecan). FACS experiments were performed using FACSAria II instrument (BD Biosciences). Fluorescence imaging experiments were performed using an Eclipse TE2000-E microscope (Nikon).
Preparation of affinity matrix
Amine-functionalized DFHO was first dissolved in DMSO at a concentration of 40 mM and then diluted into 100 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.5 with a final concentration of 5% DMSO and 2 mM amine-functionalized DFHO. This fluorophore solution was then added to NHSactivated Sepharose (GE Life Sciences), which had been preequilibrated with 2 volumes of ice-cold buffer. The resin was then incubated with amine-functionalized DFHO solution overnight at 4°C in the dark. The resin was washed with reaction buffer and incubated with 100 mM Tris pH 8.0 for 2 h at 25°C to react with any remaining NHS-activated sites. After thorough washing, the resin was stored in 1:1 ethanol:100 mM sodium acetate pH 5.4 at 4°C. The efficiency of sepharose coupling was monitored by measuring the absorbance at 400 nm of free DFHO in the flow-through. Using this approach, we estimate that the resin contains approximately 5 μmol of fluorophore per ml.
SELEX procedure
The random library used for our SELEX was generated before and previously used to isolate the Spinach and 29-1 aptamers 12 . In brief, this library contained two 26-base random stretches separated by a 12-base fixed sequence and flanked from 5′ and 3′ ends with constant regions used for PCR amplification and in vitro transcription. Doped libraries were described in detail previously 12 . In brief, these libraries were created in a way that each encoded aptamer resembles the parent aptamer, except that there are on average seven mutations per sequence. In order to obtain this library every position is chemically synthesized with a phosphoramidite nucleosides mixture that contains primarily the nucleotide that is found at that position in the parent aptamer, but also contains each of the other nucleotides at a lower concentration. dsDNA encoding doped libraries were designed with 14% mutagenesis efficiency and were ordered from Protein and Nucleic Acid Facility, Stanford University Medical Center.
1 × 10 14 different sequences of double stranded DNA were transcribed in a 250 μl T7 RNA polymerase transcription reaction using the AmpliScribe T7-Flash Transcription Kit (Epicentre Biotechnologies). After treatment with DNase (Epicentre Biotechnologies) for 1 h, RNAs were purified using RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) following manufacturer's recommendations.
The SELEX procedure for random and doped libraries was conducted essentially as described previously 12 . Briefly, during the first step RNA species capable of binding to the DFHO-sepharose matrix were removed by incubation with "mock" resin. The resulting RNA solution was then incubated with DFHO-coupled matrix. RNA bound to DFHO resin was then washed with 3×0.5 ml of selection buffer during rounds 1-2, 4×0.5 ml during rounds 3-6 and 6×0.5 ml during round 7. Finally, specifically bound RNA was eluted with free DFHO. The doped library SELEX was conducted essentially the same way. The magnesium concentration in the selection buffer was decreased from 1 mM to 0.1 mM beginning at the second round of SELEX and maintained at this low concentration during the third round as well.
The eluted RNAs were then ethanol precipitated, reverse-transcribed, PCR amplified and in vitro transcribed to yield the pool for the next round. The presence of fluorescent RNA species in each pool was assessed by mixing 20 μM RNA and 10 μM DFHO and measuring fluorescence emission of this solution on a fluorometer in comparison with the fluorophore alone. At this point, RNAs were cloned into bacterial expression plasmids for FACS-based screening.
Bacterial library generation and FACS sorting
RNA libraries, expressed from the pBAD E plasmid 12 were analyzed in LMG194 E. coli (ATCC). LMG194 cells then were grown in LB media overnight in presence of 0.002% arabinose and then collected for sorting. Typical bacterial libraries contain 5-30×10 6 individual members. Cells were preincubated with 40 μM DFHO and then sorted on a FACSAria II instrument (BD Biosciences). The sample compartment of the sorter was maintained at 37°C to facilitate sorting of cells expressing the most thermostable aptamers.
To isolate yellow fluorescent events, cells were excited with the 488 nm laser and their emission was collected using 545±17.5 emission filter. Orange and red fluorescent cells were collected with 561 nm excitation and 585±21 nm emission filter. Typically the top one thousand brightest cells were sorted into 1 ml SOC media and cultured at 37°C for 1 h. The cells were then plated on LB-agar supplemented with carbenicillin, 0.002% arabinose and 20 μM DFHO.
The next day, the colonies on the LB-agar plate were imaged on a ChemiDoc MP imager (Bio-Rad). Yellow fluorescence was collected in a channel with 470±15 nm excitation and 532±14 nm emission. Orange and red fluorescent colonies were imaged with 530±15 nm excitation and 607±25 nm emission. The Cy5 channel (630±15 nm excitation and 697±22.5 nm emission) was used to collect autofluorescence signal from bacterial colonies, which allows normalization for colony size. Images were processed and normalized in ImageJ software (NIH) to identify colonies expressing the brightest aptamers.
In vitro characterization of aptamers
dsDNA from the brightest bacterial colonies was PCR amplified from the purified plasmids. Truncation, deletion and point mutation mutants were generated from dsDNAs that were PCR amplified from the appropriate ssDNA templates. Where indicated, dsDNA, and thus the encoded RNA, also contained the tRNA scaffold sequence. PCR products were then purified with PCR purification columns (Qiagen) and in vitro transcribed utilizing an AmpliScribe T7-Flash Transcription Kit (Epicenter). RNA was purified using Bio-Spin columns (Bio-Rad), and quantified using both absorbance values and the Quant-iT RiboGreen RNA Assay Kit (Life Technologies).
Absorption, excitation and emission spectra were measured for solutions using "excess RNA" conditions and limiting amount of fluorophore to ensure that no free fluorophore contributes to the absorbance or fluorescence signal 11 . The RNA concentration was 20 μM (for the fluorescence measurements) and 50 μM (for the absorbance measurements) while the DFHO concentration was 2 μM and 5 μM respectively.
Measuring in vitro photostability of Corn, Orange Broccoli and Red Broccoli
To measure aptamer photostability, 90 μM of Corn, Orange Broccoli or Red Broccoli RNA was mixed with 20 μM DFHO in buffer containing 40 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 100 mM KCl, and 5 mM MgCl 2 . 90 μM Broccoli and 20 μM DFHBI solution was used as a control. mVenus fluorescent protein or Oregon Green 514 dye (both 20 μM in PBS) served as additional controls. These solutions were emulsified in the microscope immersion oil and imaged using a Nikon T-2000E epifluorescence microscope. Normally, a group of three to five fluorescent aqueous droplets in one optical field were imaged with consecutive 20 ms exposures using constant full-power light illumination (i.e., neutral density setting 1). The fluorescence intensities of each droplet at different time point were quantified in NISElements software (Nikon) and normalized to the intensity of the respective droplet at time 0. Finally, normalized bleaching curves of all droplets were averaged and plotted using GraphPad software. Images were acquired using a 60X objective (NA 1.40) and the YFP filter cube for Corn, mVenus or Oregon Green 514 (ex 500±12 nm, em 542±13.5 nm), an orange fluorescence filter cube for Orange Broccoli (ex 512±12.5 nm, em 532 nm (long pass)), a red fluorescence filter cube Red Broccoli (ex 535±25 nm, em 580 nm (long pass)), or a FITC filter cube for Broccoli (470±20 nm; emission filter 525±25 nm). Exposure times were 20 ms.
Quantum yield and extinction coefficient measurements
The extinction coefficient was calculated based on the absorbance spectrum and the BeerLambert-Bouguer law. All quantum yields were determined by comparing the integral of the corrected emission spectra for each fluorophore or RNA-fluorophore complex with the corresponding integral obtained from a solution of Rhodamine 123. Integrals at various concentrations were then plotted against the absorbance obtained at the wavelength corresponding to the excitation wavelength and the slope of the curve was compared to the slope of the curves found for reference fluorophores. All measurements for RNAfluorophore complexes were taken in the presence of excess RNA to avoid interference from unbound fluorophore. The absolute quantum yields for reference fluorophores Rhodamine 123 was 0.9.
Native PAGE analysis
Native PAGE conditions were prepared by casting 10 × 10 cm 10% PAGE gels (29:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide; Sigma) using using native PAGE buffer, i.e. the same final buffer composition as used for all the in vitro assays (40 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl 2 ). After polymerization, the samples were run at 40 V for at least 2 h in a watercooled PAGE chamber to keep the buffer temperature at ~25°C.
For staining, gels were incubated in buffer containing 10 μM DFHO for 15 min. Gels were then imaged to detect DFHO-Corn complexes. DFHO-stained gels were analyzed on a ChemiDoc MP imaging station (BioRad) at 470/30 nm excitation and 530/28 nm emission (green channel) and 530/28 nm excitation and 605/50 nm emission (red channel). Next, counterstaining with 1X SYBR Gold was performed for 15 min followed by gel imaging to detect all RNA species in each lane. SYBR Gold-stained bands were imaged using UV excitation (302 nm) and 590/110 nm emission on the ChemiDoc MP imaging station.
mVenus expression and purification
The pProEx-Htb-mVenus plasmid was transformed into BL21-AI One Shot Chemically Competent E. coli cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and colonies grew overnight. The next morning one colony was inoculated and grown during the day. In the evening, the cells were diluted 1/100 into fresh LB with ampicillin and 1 mM IPTG and the expression proceeded overnight. The next morning the cells were pelleted and lysed with B-PER bacterial protein extraction reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) following the manufacture's protocol. Then the protein was purified using TALON His-Tag Purification Resin (Clontech). The resin was washed with 300 mM NaCl/PBS and the protein was finally eluted with 250 mM imidazole in 300 mM NaCl/PBS. The protein was then concentrated using Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal filters and the buffer was changed to PBS. Finally, the concentration of the protein was calculated based on the measured absorbance at 515 nm and extinction coefficient of 92 mM −1 cm −1 (ref. 40 ).
Cloning of the plasmids used for expressing aptamer-tagged RNA in mammalian cells
U6-Corn was expressed from pAV-U6+27, which expresses the 27 nt-leader sequence of the U6 small nucleolar RNA from the U6 promoter 32 . 5S-Corn was expressed from pAV-5S, which expresses full length human 5S RNA from its endogenous promoter. The Corn reporter was fused to the 3′ end of either 27 nt leader sequence of U6 or 5S as the tRNA LysCorn chimera to facilitate better folding in vivo. To clone tRNA Lys -Corn into pAV-U6+27 or pAV-5S these plasmids were cut with XbaI and SalI. To express tRNA Lys -Corn off the tRNA promoter only, the pAV-U6+27-tCorn plasmid was digested with BamHI and SalI and then the cleaved sites were filled in using Klenow fragment and the vector backbone was selfligated.
Cell culture conditions
Cell lines were obtained directly from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) for all experiments. HEK293T (ATCC-CRL-11268) and COS-7 (ATCC-CRL-1651) were grown according to ATCC instructions. Cells were screened for mycoplasma contamination before passaging using Hoechst 33258, according to ATCC recommendations.
Mammalian cell flow cytometry
HEK293T cells were transfected with the 5S, tRNA or U6 Pol III reporter (pAV-5S-tCorn, pAV-tCorn or pAV-U6+27-tCorn) using FuGENE HD. Untransfected cells were used as a negative control. After 48 h, the cells were treated with the indicated drug or vehicle (0.1% DMSO) for the indicated time. Then, cells were washed with 1X PBS once, harvested using TrypLE Express Enzyme (Thermo fisher scientific #12604013), resuspended in the 4% FBS/1X PBS solution containing 5 μM DFHO and 5 mM MgSO 4 , and kept on ice until analysis on the FACSAria II instrument (BD Biosciences). Transfected cells were analyzed in two channels: yellow (modified FITC, ex=488 nm, em= 545±17.5 nm) and auxiliary farred channel (PE-Cy7, ex=561 nm, em=780±30). The auxiliary far-red channel measures cellular autofluorescence and facilitates presentation of the flow cytometry results in a scatter plot. Processing and analysis of the data was performed in the FlowJo program (Tree Star)
Imaging of Corn in mammalian cells
HEK293T cells were plated on poly-D-lysine-and mouse laminin-coated glass-bottom 24-well plates (MatTek) or 24-well ibiTreat μ-Plate (ibidi GmbH). The next day, cells were transfected with the 5S, tRNA or U6 Pol III reporter (pAV-5S-tCorn, pAV-tCorn or pAV-U6+27-tCorn) using FuGENE HD reagent (Promega). Cell culture media was changed to phenol red-free DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific #31053028) supplemented with 10% FBS and 1X GlutaMax-I (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 16 h before imaging. Next, HEK293T cells were pretreated with DFHO to a final concentration of 10 μM using 10X imaging buffer (100 μM DFHO in 500 mM HEPES pH 7.4 and 50 mM MgSO 4 ) 30 min before imaging. Then cells were incubated with 5 μg/ml actinomycin D (Research Products International), 20 μM temsirolimus (Selleckchem), 1 μM KU-0063794 (Adipogen), 100 nM rapamycin (Adipogen) or 0.1% DMSO (New England Biolabs) as indicated. For the experiment using Hoechst (Fig. 2a) , 5 μg/mL of Hoechst 33342 was used.
In the case of COS-7 cells, cells were grown on ECL cell attachment matrix (EMD Millipore)-coated 24-well ibiTreat μ-Plate (ibidi GmbH). Cell were transfected with the U6 Pol III reporter (pAV-U6+27-tCorn) using FuGENE HD reagent (Promega) or electroporated using a Nucleofector 2b Device (Lonza) following the manufacturers' protocols. The cell culture media was changed to fresh phenol-free DMEM plus 10% FBS, 2X GlutaMax-I and sodium pyruvate (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 16 h before imaging. COS-7 cells were pretreated with DFHO (20 μM) using 10X imaging buffer (200 μM DFHO in 500 mM HEPES pH 7.4 and 100 mM MgSO 4 ) at least 1 h before imaging. Cells were incubated with 2.5 μg/ml actinomycin D, 20 μM temsirolimus, 0.5 μM KU-0063794 or 0.1% DMSO (vehicle) as indicated.
Live fluorescence images were taken with a CoolSnap HQ2 CCD camera through a 40X air objective (NA 0.75) or 60X oil objective (NA 1.40) mounted on a Nikon Eclipse TE2000-E microscope and analyzed with the NIS-Elements software. For Corn detection we used the YFP filter cube (Semrock): excitation filter 500±12 nm, dichroic mirror 520 nm (long pass), and emission filter 542±13.5 nm. Hoechst-stained nuclei or blue fluorescent protein (BFP) were imaged with 350±25 nm excitation filter, 400 nm (long pass) dichroic mirror and 460±25 nm emission filter (Chroma Technology). Exposure times: 1000 ms for Corn, 200 ms for Hoechst, and 400 ms for BFP.
Plotting Pol III activity trajectories
To prepare the Pol III activity trajectory plot, individual cells in a captured field were manually traced as Regions of Interest (ROIs) and then tracked throughout the time series using the ImageJ software (NIH). To image N random fields of view, a well in 24-well plate was roughly divided into N squares and the center of each square was imaged. Fluorescence intensity for each time point was then calculated by dividing the total cellular fluorescence by the area for each ROI (cell), which resulted in the mean fluorescence intensity per unit area. The mean intensity of each cell at time zero is defined as 100% and background fluorescence intensity is defined as 0%. The mean fluorescence intensity at any other time point is normalized to the value at time 0. Normalized mean fluorescence of each cell were plotted as a function of time and then the resulting points were fitted with a smoothed curve to generate the Pol III activity trajectory. Dead cells were excluded from analysis based on morphological features (e.g. cell detachment and cell shrinkage).
All trajectories were generated using the adjacent averaging algorithm of Origin software. Five time points were used for the actinomycin D treatment experiment (Fig. 4c ): images were taken at 0, 15, 25, 65, 95 min after treatment. To plot the curves for the vehicle-treated cell in Fig. 5c we collected nine time points approximately every hour. To plot the curves for the actinomycin D-treated cells in Fig. 5c , 5 to 11 time points were collected (for different curves) with intervals between time points ranging from 2 min to 20 min. To plot the curves for temsirolimus-treated cells (Figs. 5c and 5d ), up to 22 points were used for each trajectory. These time points were collected at 15-20 min time intervals. 17-25 time points were collected every 15-30 min to plot the curves of the vehicle-treated HEK293T cells in Supplementary Fig. 17b . To plot the curves for the KU-0063794-or rapamycin-treated HEK293T cells (Supplementary Fig. 17b ), time points were collected every 15 min, and 20-25 time points were used. To plot the curves for the vehicle-, temsirolimus-and KU-0063794-treated COS-7 cells (Supplementary Fig. 20b ), time points were collected every 15 min, and 20-25 points were used. To plot the curves for the actinomycin D-treated COS7 cells (Supplementary Fig. 20b ), 13-25 time points were collected every 15 min.
Based on their trajectories, cells were classified into four subtypes: rapid decay, slow decay, biphasic decay and "other," which comprised trajectories that could not be assigned into the other three subtypes. Rapid decay trajectories were defined as showing substantial fluorescence loss by 3 h of treatment. Slow decay trajectories were the ones with major fluorescence loss happening after 5 h of treatment. Biphasic decay is defined as trajectories showing fluorescence loss during 1-3 h after treatment followed by fluorescence increase during the next 1-3 h after which fluorescence finally starts to decline again. Other trajectories showed diverse behaviors including gradual fluorescence increase or no substantial fluorescence decrease. Importantly, the specific patterns and frequency of each cell type trajectory, especially biphasic decay, are highly dependent on cell density, nutrient status, growth factors in the media, and potentially other factors. Therefore, it is important to maintain cells in as similar conditions as possible when comparing different drug treatments.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. Broccoli-DFHBI by incubating 90 μM RNA aptamer and 20 μM DFHO (or DFHBI). Control solutions were the fluorescent protein mVenus (20 μM) or the control dye Oregon Green 514 (20 μM) in PBS. These solutions were emulsified in microscope immersion oil and three to five fluorescent aqueous droplets were repeatedly imaged under constant fullpower light illumination in an epifluorescence microscope. Normalized bleaching curves of all droplets were averaged and plotted using Origin software. Exposure times were 20 ms. (c) Corn tunes the photostability of DFHO. Solutions containing ~20 μM Corn-DFHO, Orange Broccoli-DFHO or Red Broccoli-DFHO were prepared by incubating 90 μM RNA aptamer and 20 μM DFHO. These solutions were emulsified in microscope immersion oil and aqueous droplets were repeatedly imaged under constant full-power light illumination in an epifluorescence microscope. Unlike fluorescent dyes and fluorescent proteins, the fluorophore for these aptamers exhibits reversible binding and unbinding. As a result, the photobleaching of an RNA-fluorophore complex can be reversed by rebinding of a different fluorophore. This likely contributes to the lack of complete photobleaching seen for the Red/ Orange Broccoli-fluorophore complexes. Images were acquired using a 60X objective (NA 1.40) and a YFP filter cube for Corn (ex 500 ± 12 nm, em 542 ± 13.5 nm), an orange fluorescence filter cube for Orange Broccoli (ex 512 ± 12.5 nm, em 532 nm (long pass)), a red fluorescence filter cube Red Broccoli (ex 535 ± 25 nm, em 580 nm (long pass)). Exposure times were 20 ms. other cells showed a delayed reduction in Corn signal (filled arrow). Images were acquired using a 40X objective (NA 0.75) and YFP filter cube for Corn (ex 500 ± 12 nm, em 542 ± 13.5 nm). Exposure time 1000 ms. Scale bar, 10 μm. 
